Abstract
In the last 3-4 years, there has been very high research interest in effectively utilizing multi-cores for various domains of applications. At the same time, researchers have attempted to unleash the power of GPU for general-purpose computations. Nowadays, it is very common for a desktop or a notebook to be shipped with a multicore CPU and GPU, either on-chip or connected to a PCI-Express. Today, typically when an application is ported to a multi-core architecture or a GPU, the other resource, with its high processing capabilities, remains idle.

This paper describes a compiler and runtime framework that can map a class of applications to a cluster of nodes, with a multi-core CPU and GPU on each node. The class of applications we support are the ones involving generalized reductions. Starting with C functions with added annotations, we automatically generate a cluster middleware API code, as well as the CUDA code for exploiting the GPU. The runtime system dynamically partitions the work between CPU cores and the GPU. Our experimental results from two applications, whose processing structure follows the generalized reduction structure, shows that by using a heterogeneous architecture, we can achieve significantly improved performance, as compared to the performance using only the GPU or the multicore CPU. Moreover, dynamic partitioning of the work achieves much better performance than the two static schemes we have considered.

1. Introduction
Starting within the last 3-4 years, it is no longer possible to improve the processor performance by simply increasing clock frequencies. As a result, multi and many-core architectures and/or accelerators have become the cost-effective means for scaling performance. So far, a large effort has been made to study and understand the difficulties involved with multi-core programming. Particularly, library support and programming models are being developed for efficient programming on multi-core platforms [9, 29].

At the same time, many research efforts have focused on using the high computing power of graphics hardware (GPUs) for general-purpose computations [4, 30, 13, 33]. While a variety of application classes have been very successfully mapped to GPUs, programmability remains a challenge. Nvidia’s CUDA, the most widely used programming language for GPUs to date [27], requires relatively low-level programming and manual memory management. Furthermore, obtaining high performance on a GPU clearly requires a very detailed understanding of the GPU architecture, and memory hierarchy optimizations.

One trend that is emerging, but has received very limited attention, is that computing platforms are becoming increasingly heterogeneous. Nowadays, it is very common for a desktop or a notebook to be shipped with a multi-core CPU and GPU(s), either on-chip or connected to the PCI-Express card. Figure 1 shows this architecture. Recently, the Larrabee architecture proposed by Intel [32] has indicated that many-core CPU/GPU can be a promising platform for optimized data-parallel processing. Furthermore, there is also a trend towards clusters of multi-core machines with a GPU on each node. One example is clusters used for visualization of very large datasets, where a GPU on each node is needed for supporting graphics operations. Such a cluster can have excellent performance/price ratio for general purpose processing as well.

It has been shown that for most applications, and with some programming effort, we can effectively utilize either the multi-core CPU, or the GPU, separately. But, in almost all studies so far, while doing so, the other resource, with its very high peak performance, remains idle.
Effectively exploiting a heterogeneous architecture involves a number of challenges. Particularly, three important issues are, programmability, work distribution, and performance.

Programmability: Today, an effort which wants to exploit the power of a multi-core and a GPU will require programming in a combination of OpenMP or Phthreads with CUDA. Besides high programming effort, this requires programmer(s) with expertise in both. Programming a cluster of heterogeneous cores is even more challenging. OpenCL, initially developed by Apple, and now being standardized by Khronos group, is still in its very early stages [19]. Furthermore, it still requires explicit parallel programming. Recently, Saha et. al [31] have proposed a programming model for heterogeneous parallel computing, but it still requires low-level programming and memory management. Clearly, it will be desirable if a heterogeneous platform can be used starting from a high-level language or API.

Work Distribution: Dividing work between processing units in a heterogeneous setting is challenging. Furthermore, today’s CPU core and GPU core differ considerably in processing capabilities, memory availability, and communication latencies. Developing schemes that can work across many different applications is clearly desirable.

Performance: Given a lack of efforts in this area, it is not clear what kind of performance gain can be obtained from such heterogeneous configurations, and for what kind of applications. Venkata-subramanian et. al [34] have implemented stencil kernels on a hybrid CPU/GPU system. Though they were not able to get much performance gain out of the hybrid system, they believe that performance gains are possible with a different hardware configuration, based on their prediction model. Understanding the performance potential of such platforms requires detailed experimentation with more applications.

This paper addresses the above three issues, focusing on a particular class of applications. The applications we consider are the ones where the communication pattern is limited to generalized reductions [14]. In recent years, they have also been referred to as the map-reduce class of applications. Applications with these patterns have been considered as one of the dwarfs in the Berkeley view on parallel processing 1.

In our work, we have developed compiler and run-time support for heterogeneous configurations. Applications following the generalized reduction structure can be programmed using a simple C interface, where some additional annotations are needed. Our code generation system automatically generates the CUDA code, and the required API for an existing runtime system, which allows execution on cluster of multi-core nodes. The framework internally handles the mapping of CUDA code to GPU and multi-core code to CPUs. The memory management involved with the GPU is also handled by our code generation. Dynamic load balancing support is extended by our runtime system for effective distribution of work-load between the CPU and the GPU.

Our evaluation has been performed using two popular data mining algorithms. We show that the heterogeneous configuration can improve the performance significantly over the CPU-only and GPU-only results. We have also studied the factors that are critical to the performance of the heterogeneous version. Our dynamic load balancing scheme performs better than the two static policies we have considered, and achieves a near-perfect work distribution between the two computing resources, i.e. the CPU and the GPU.

The rest of the paper is organized as follows. In Section 2 we describe our approach on handling reduction based computations for heterogeneous configurations. In Section 3, we elaborate on the language and compiler support we provide. In Section 4, we present our experimental results using two applications. In Section 5, we discuss the related work and conclude in Section 6.

2. Approach and System Design

This section gives a description of the class of generalized reduction applications we focus on, a cluster middleware we had developed in the past, and our approach for supporting this class of applications on a heterogeneous platform.

2.1 Generalized Reductions and a Cluster Middleware

The processing structure we focus on is summarized in Figure 2. The function \( op \) is an associative and commutative function. Thus, the iterations of the \emph{foreach} loop can be performed in any order. The data-structure \emph{Reduce} is referred to as the reduction object. The reduction performed is, however, \emph{irregular}, in the sense that which elements of the reduction objects are updated depends upon the results of the processing of an element.

In our earlier work, we had made the observation that parallel versions of several well-known data mining, OLAP, and scientific data processing algorithms share this generalized reduction structure [17, 18]. This observation has some similarities with the motivation for the map-reduce paradigm that Google has developed [9].

For algorithms following such generalized reduction structure, parallelization can be done on both shared memory and distributed memory platforms by dividing the data instances among the processing threads and/or nodes. A copy of the reduction object is created for each thread. The computation performed by each thread will be iterative and will involve reading the data instances in an arbitrary order, processing each data instance, and performing a \emph{local reduction}. After such local processing, a global combination is performed. In distributed memory settings, such global combination requires interprocessor communication.

In our earlier work, we had developed a middleware focusing on these applications, targeting cluster of multi-core machines [17, 18]. The middleware API exploits the common processing structure, and the middleware enables parallelization on both shared memory and distributed memory configurations. In the middleware API, the following functions need to be written:

\textbf{Reduction:} The data instances owned by a processor and belonging to the subset specified are read. A reduction function specifies how, after processing one data instance, a \emph{reduction object} (initially declared by the programmer), is updated. The result of this processing must be independent of the order in which data instances are processed on each processor. The order in which data instances are read from the disks is determined by the runtime system.

\textbf{ProcessNextIteration:} This is an optional function that can be implemented by an application programmer. Typically, this function should include a program logic specific to an application that would control the number of iterations for which the application should run.

\textbf{Finalize:} After final results from multiple nodes are combined into a single reduction object, the application programmer can read and

---

1 Please see http://view.eecs.berkeley.edu/wiki/DwarfsMine
perform a final manipulation on the reduction object to summarize the results, in a manner that is specific to the application.

2.2 GPU Computing for Generalized Reductions

GPUs support SIMD shared memory programming. For shared memory systems, one simple approach for avoiding race conditions is that each thread keeps its own replica of the reduction object on the device memory, and the work is done separately by each thread. At the end of each iteration, a global combination is done either by a single thread, or using a tree structure and involving a large number of threads. Then, the finalized reduction objects are copied to host memory.

Three steps are then involved in the local reduction phase: read a data block, compute a reduction object update based on the data instance, and write the reduction object update. A more detailed approach of what has to be performed on the GPU is as follows:

Data read: The data to be processed is copied from host to device memory, followed by allocation of reduction objects and other data structures to be used during the course of computation.

Computing update: Multi-threaded reduction operation executed on the device. The data block is divided into small blocks such that each thread only processes 1 data transaction. Since each thread has its own replica of the reduction object, race conditions while accessing the same object are avoided.

Writing update: Copy the reduction objects back to host memory, and do a global combination if necessary.

2.3 Approach for a Heterogeneous Platform

Based on the approaches for parallelizing generalized reductions on a cluster (using our middleware) and on a GPU, as we described above, we have developed a framework for mapping these applications to a heterogeneous platform. The approach and the design of the system for enabling it are shown in Figure 3.

Our system takes generalized reductions written in C with some added annotations. A code generation module automatically generates the API code for our cluster middleware, and CUDA code. The language and compiler approach is elaborated in Section 3.

On each node of the cluster, our runtime system creates one thread for each CPU core to be used for processing, and another thread for managing the GPU. A separate copy of the reduction object is created for each thread. A key component of the runtime system is the dynamic load balancing module, which divides the work between different threads, including the thread that manages the GPU. This module is further elaborated on in Subsection 2.4.

After the processing is finished by different CPU threads, a local combination is performed to obtain the final results on this node. If the processing is being performed on a cluster, this is followed by a global combination of the reduction object.

2.4 Dynamic Load balancing Scheme

One of the most important challenges is the efficient workload balancing. This is a difficult problem, because CPU and GPU cores have different capabilities, and their relative performance can depend upon the application.

Clearly, there are two alternatives for load balancing, i.e. a static scheme or a dynamic scheme. We believe that a static scheme cannot be effective, and thus, a dynamic scheme is needed. Therefore, we have taken a simple and light-weight dynamic load balancing approach. Later in this paper, we will show that this scheme clearly outperforms two static options we have considered.

Our dynamic load balancing scheme resembles a classical master-slave model, implemented with a pull strategy. The dataset is divided into chunks. The scheduling decision is made for each chunk, thus, the chunk size or the split size is an important parameter that can impact the performance of the application. The master acts as a job scheduler. The scheduling policy used by the master is a simple First Come First Served (FCFS) policy. Instead of master flooding the workers with jobs, the workers pull jobs from master whenever they are finished with the assigned work. The master assigns the jobs in the order of request. The rationale behind choosing such a simple policy is that, a faster worker ends up requesting more data to process when compared to the slower worker. This approach makes sure that a faster worker gets a fair share of work for its superior speed, while a reasonable amount of work is also
completed by a slower worker. By keeping the policy simple, the overhead of load balancing remains insignificant.

Each worker in the system has a private work queue. When the worker polls the scheduler for more work, the scheduler fills the queue of the worker. The worker retrieves the job from the queue for further processing. The choice of separate queue for each worker is justified, since this will avoid any contention among the workers for the work. A simple description of this load balancing scheme is shown in the Figure 4.

3. Language Support and Code Generation

This section describes how the code for our cluster middleware and CUDA is automatically generated. Initially, we describe the input that we expect from application developers.

3.1 System API

Using the generalized reduction structure of our target class of applications, we provide a convenient API for the user. There are multiple reduction functions, and a user can specify them by including labels for each. For each function, the following information is needed.

Variables for Computing: The declaration of each variable follows the following format:

- name, type, size [value]
- name is the name of the variable, type can be either a numeric type like int or pointer type like int*, which indicates an array. If this is a pointer, size is the size of the array, which can be a list of numbers and/or integer variables, and the size of the array is the multiplication of these terms; otherwise, this field denotes a default value.

Sequential Reduction Function: The user can write the sequential code for the main loop of the reduction operation in C. Any variable declared inside the reduction function should also appear in the variable list, and memory allocation for these variables is not needed.

User Defined Finalize Function: After the reduction objects are combined at the end of each iteration, there might be some extra work to do with the reduction objects. This work can be done by providing a finalize function.

3.2 Program Analysis

There are two main components in the program analyzer, the code analyzer and the variable analyzer. The code analyzer accomplishes two tasks: obtaining the access pattern and extracting the reduction objects with their combination operation.

These two tasks are performed in the following way:

- Obtaining Variable Access Features: We classify each variable as one of input, output, and temporary. An input variable is input to the reduction function, which is not updated in the function, and does not need to be returned. An output variable is updated and to be returned in the reduction function. A temporary variable is declared inside the reduction function for temporary storage. Thus, an input variable is read-only, and output and temporary variables are read-write. Variables with different access patterns are treated differently in declaration, memory allocation strategies, and result combination, as described in the rest of this section.

Such information can usually be obtained from simple inspection of a function. However, since we are supporting C language, complications can arise because of the use of pointers and aliasing. In our implementation, we first generate an Intermediate Representation (IR) for the sequential reduction function using LLVM. Second, we used Anderson’s point-to analysis [3] to obtain the point-to set for each variable in the function’s argument list.

Finally, we trace the entire function. When a store operation is found, if the destination of the store belongs to a point-to set of any variable in the function’s argument list, and the source is not in the same set, we conclude that it is an output variable. All the other variables in the argument list are denoted as input variables, and all the variables that do not appear in the argument list are considered temporary variables.

void kmeans_count(float* data, float* cluster, float* update, int k, int n)
{
    for(int i=0;i<5*k;i++) /* initialize the output variable */
        update[i]=0;
    for(int i=0;i<n;i++)
    {
        float min=65536*65, dis;
        float* mydata=data+i*DIM;
        int min_index=0;
        for(int i=0;i<k;i++)
        {
            float x1,x2,x3;
            x1 = cluster[i*DIM];
            x2 = cluster[i*DIM+1];
            x3 = cluster[i*DIM+2];
            dis = sqrt( (mydata[0]-x1)* (mydata[0]-x1)+
                        (mydata[1]-x2)* (mydata[1]-x2)+
                        (mydata[2]-x3)* (mydata[2]-x3) );
            if (dis<min)
            {
                min=dis;
                min_index=i;
            }
        }
        /* find the cluster with minimum distance */
    }
    /* update the output variable */
    update[5*min_index] += mydata[0];
    update[5*min_index+1] += mydata[1];
    update[5*min_index+2] += mydata[2];
    update[5*min_index+3] += 1;
    update[5*min_index+4] += min;
}

Figure 5. User-defined Reduction Function for K-means

Extracting Reduction Objects and Combination Operations: The output variables are identified as the reduction objects. At the end of each iteration, the reduction objects on each node are combined into a single one, by using the MPI calls automatically invoked by our cluster middleware. Because we are focusing on reduction functions where output variables are updated with associative and commutative functions only (see Figure 2), the output variables updated by each computing node (and different threads in GPU) can be correctly combined in the end. However, we need to identify the particular operator that is being used. Earlier, we have generated the point-to sets for each parameter of the reduction function. We now conduct a new scan on the IR to find the reduction operator for each reduction object. In the combination function, the values for a reduction object from each thread is combined using this function.

After the above information has been extracted, the variable analyzer will proceed to summarize the variable information and extract the parallel loops.

Analysis for Parallelization: We map the structure of the loop being analyzed to the canonical reduction loop we had shown earlier in Figure 2. We focus on the main outer loop and extract the loop variable. We also identify (symbolically) the number of iterations in the loop, and denote it as num_iter. If there are nested loops, for simplicity, we only parallelize the outer loop.
The variable analyzer focuses on the variables accessed in the loop. If a variable is only accessed with an affine subscript of the loop variable, it is denoted as a loop variable. Note that this variable could be an input, output, or temporary variable. The significance of denoting it is that when run on GPU, a loop variable can be distributed among the threads, while all the other variables need to be replicated, if they are written in the loop.

3.3 Code Generation for Cluster Middleware

The issues in generating code for the API of our cluster middleware, which we had described earlier in Section 2.1, are as follows. The base class for any application is a template Middleware_Tech. For a particular application, we derive its corresponding class from Middleware_Tech, with the variables in each reduction function declared as class members. There are three main functions in the class. We discuss the code generation for each of them as below.

Initialization: After variable analysis, we already know which variables form the reduction object. In the Initialization() function, these variables are declared and initialized with the default values given by the user. Arrays are allocated with the given size. One thing that needs attention for a heterogeneous version is the reduction objects that are to be computed with CUDA. Since each thread needs its own copy, the size of the variable is the declared size multiplied with a block number and a thread number within the block. The block here refers to thread block in CUDA.

Reduction: The Reduction() function is the main processing function for the data blocks. The computation in the sequential reduction function given by the user is included in this function. At the end of the function, the reduction objects are updated with the output of the local reduction. For each reduction function, the user can denote whether to use GPU or not in the input file. If GPU is chosen, a CUDA version for the reduction function is generated, as described in the next subsection.

Finalize: As described previously, after one iteration, every data block has been processed, and the reduction objects have been combined with MPI message passing at the back end. Thus, they are copied to the corresponding local variables, and the user provided functions are added after that, if any.

```c
void reduc_class::kmeans(void *block)
{
  float* data=(float*)block;
  kmeans_func(step,endcondition,k,n,
  MSE,update,cluster);
  for (int RO_i=0;RO_i<1;RO_i++)
  {
    for (int RO_j=0;RO_j<1*5*k;RO_j++)
      reductionobject->reduction(RO_i,RO_j,
      update[RO_j]);
  }
}
```

Figure 6. System Generated Reduction Function of K-means

To show how the code generation is done, let us take k-means as an example. A part of the user input was shown earlier in Figure 5. After code analysis, we find that update is an output variable, so it is determined as the reduction object for this reduction function. Then, reduction object is allocated according to its size. In the generated code, reductionobject is updated with the value of update, as shown in Figure 6.

3.4 Code Generation for CUDA

Using the user input and the information extracted by the variable and code analyzer, the system next generates corresponding CUDA code and the host functions invoking CUDA-based parallel reductions.

Grid Configuration and Kernel Invocation: The host reduction function host_reduc() which invokes the kernel on device has 3 parts:

Declare and Copy: We allocate device memory for variables to be used by the computing function on the GPU. We copy the ones that are needed to be read from host memory to device memory. Currently, we allocate memory for all variables except the temporary variables that are going to use shared memory. As we described earlier, loop variables are distributed across threads, depending upon how they are accessed across iterations. The read-write variables not denoted as loop might be updated simultaneously by multiple threads, so we create a copy for each thread. Again, because of the nature of the loops we are focusing on, we can assume that a combination function can produce the correct final value of these variables.

Compute: We configure the thread grid on the device, and invoke the kernel function. Different thread grid configurations can be used for different reduction functions in one application. Currently, we configure the thread grid manually. In our future work, we hope to develop cost models that allow us to configure thread grids automatically.

Copy updates: We copy the variables needed by the host function. We perform the global combination for output variables which are not loop variables.

Generating Kernel Code: This task includes generating global function reduce() and device function device_reduc(), as well as device functions init() and combine(). If necessary, reduc() is the global function to be invoked by the host reduction function. It performs the initialization for the variables involved. The device main loop function device_reduc() is then invoked. Finally, one thread will execute combine() which performs the global combination. Between invocation of each function and at the end of reduc(), a `syncthreads()` is inserted.

Generating Local Reduction Function: device_reduc() is the main loop to be executed on the GPU. This function is generated by rewriting the original sequential code in the user input, according to the information generated by the code and variable analyzer phases. The modifications include: 1) Dividing the loop to be parallelized by the number of blocks and number of threads in each block. 2) Rewriting the index of the array which are distributed. For example, we have an access to data[i], it is changed to data[i+offset], where offset is the offset for each thread in the entire grid. 3) Optimizing the use of shared memory. We sorted the variables according to their sizes, and allocate shared memory for variables in the increasing order, until no variable can fit in. The details of the shared memory layout strategy can be found in our previous work [26].

4. Experimental Results

In this section, we report on the results from a number of experiments we conducted for evaluating the performance scalability for two applications that involve generalized reductions. The main goals of our experiments are as follows.

- Examine the performance benefits of using the heterogeneous platform, compared to parallel but CPU-only and GPU-only versions.
- Study how varying input data chunk or split size impacts the performance on heterogeneous platform.
- Show how the dynamic load balancing scheme compares against two different static schemes, and how the distribution
of the work between CPU and GPU is impacted by the choice of the chunk size.

- Finally, we evaluate the scalability of these two applications on a cluster of 8 nodes, with each node having a multi-core CPU and a GPU.

Our experiments were conducted on a 8 node cluster with AMD Opteron 8350 machines, each with 8 cores. Each of the nodes is equipped with a GeForce 9800 GX2 graphic card. The amount of memory on each node is 16 GB, and the interconnect network in the cluster is Infiniband.

The two applications we considered are as follows. The first application is k-means clustering. Clustering is one of the key data mining problems and k-means [16] is one of the most popular algorithms. The clustering problem is as follows. We consider transactions or data instances as representing points in a high-dimensional space. Proximity within this space is used as the criterion for classifying the points into clusters. Four steps in the sequential version of k-means clustering algorithm are as follows: 1) start with \( k \) given centers for clusters; 2) scan the data instances, for each data instance (point), find the center closest to it and assign this point to the corresponding cluster, 3) determine the \( k \) centroids from the points assigned to the corresponding center, and 4) repeat this process until the assignment of points to cluster does not change.

The second application is principal component analysis or (PCA), which is a popular dimensionality reduction method. This method was developed by Pearson in 1901. There are three passes on the dataset. First, the mean value of the column vectors are determined. Next, the standard deviation of column vectors are calculated. In the third pass, the correlation matrix is computed, and then, triangular decomposition is done, and the eigenvalues are computed.

### 4.1 Scalability of Applications on the Heterogeneous Platform

In this experiment, we compare three different versions. The first is the CPU-only version, the second is GPU-only version, and the third is the hetero or heterogeneous version, where a combination of one GPU and certain number of CPU cores are used. When not stated otherwise explicitly, the hetero version would refer to the use of 8 CPU threads and the GPU.

For all results with GPU, we report results that are obtained only from the best thread block configuration. In the hetero version, if \( K \) CPU cores are used, only \( K - 1 \) cores are used for actual computations, while the last core is used for coordination with the GPU thread.

**Results from K-means:** For experimenting with k-means, we used a dataset of size 6.4 GB. The dataset contains 3-dimensional points. The number of clusters, \( k \), was set to 125. For this set of experiments, the dataset was divided into 512 chunks. The results are presented in the Figure 7. The GPU-only version is identical irrespective of the number of threads. With 1 thread, the hetero version cannot be executed. Thus, results for the hetero version are shown 2 thread onwards only.

Our results show that, with the CPU-only version, there is a very good scalability with the increasing number of cores. The CPU-only version speedup with 8 threads is about 8.8 times. This super-linear speedup is because of the very small size of the reduction object in k-means, that leads to a very effective utilization of caches. The GPU-only version also has a very good speedup when compared to the single thread CPU version, i.e. 5.71 times, including all data movement times between the host and device and vice-versa.

The hetero version is able to get a significant performance improvement when compared to the CPU-only and GPU-only versions. The speedup achieved with 8 CPU cores and 1 GPU, when compared to a single thread CPU version and GPU-only version are 15.6 and 2.72, respectively. Moreover, as compared to the performance of the 8-thread CPU-only version, there is more than a factor of 2 performance improvement. The speedups are very good because, both CPU-only and GPU-only versions have very good scalability. Hence, one resource does not turn out to be a bottleneck for the other in this application. Moreover, since the size of reduction object is very small, the overhead of local combination phase between CPU and GPU is also quite low.

**Results from Principle Component Analysis (PCA):** For experiments with PCA, we used a dataset of size 2.1 GB. The entire dataset was divided into 512 chunks. The number of columns, \( m \), was set to 64. The observed results from PCA are shown in Figure 8. The results from PCA are quite different from the results with k-means. First, the scalability achieved with CPU-only version is not linear. The speedup achieved with 8 CPU threads, when compared to a single thread version, is about 3.8 only. This is because, the algorithm runs for three passes. The first and the second passes have very little computation when compared to the third.
pass. Moreover, local combination of reduction objects has to be performed at the end of each pass. This leads to a sub-linear scalability.

The speedup of the GPU-only version is quite good, about 3.9 times when compared to a single thread CPU version. For the hetero version, with 8 CPU cores and a GPU, we were able to achieve a speedup of 6.42 over the 1-thread CPU version. When compared to a 8-thread CPU-only version and the GPU-only versions, the hetero version (with 8 CPU threads) has a performance improvement of 69% and 65%, respectively. Though, these performance improvements are significant, they are not as good as for k-means. This is consistent with the sub-linear scalability of the CPU-only version.

We consider the above two sets of results as the base-version for the rest of this section.

### 4.2 Impact of Number of Chunks

In this subsection, we study the impact of chunk-size, or alternatively, the number of chunks a dataset is divided into, on the performance of the heterogeneous platform. We are comparing the performance results of 8-thread CPU-only, and the hetero (with 8 CPU threads) versions for varying chunk numbers. We used the same dataset size for both the applications as in the previous subsection.

#### Results from k-means:

For k-means, the results in the previous subsection involved 512 chunks from the 6.4 GB dataset. This corresponded to 12.8 MB data chunk. We increased and decreased the number of chunks for the same dataset size. With increasing chunk numbers, we were not able to achieve any gain in the performance of the hetero version. When we decreased the number of the chunks, we observed a performance gain. The results are shown in Figure 9. With decreasing number of chunks, or increasing chunk size, the performance of the CPU-only version does not change. This is because the work is still evenly divided among the CPU cores, and communication latency is also not a factor. For the hetero version, fewer chunks imply fewer function calls to the GPU device, resulting in lesser overhead and better overall performance. But, as we decrease the chunk numbers, we were able to improve performance only up to a certain point. The performance of the hetero version started to decrease at 32 chunks. With k-means, for a dataset of 6.4 GB, the optimal number of chunks was found to be 64. With 64 chunks, the speedup of the hetero version, when compared to a 1-thread CPU version, is about a factor of 24.5. Overall, as compared to the case with 512 chunks, we increased the performance by about a factor of 1.5.

#### Results from PCA:

Again for PCA, we considered 512 chunks to be the base version. This corresponds to a data chunk size of 4 MB. Similar to what we observed with k-means, increasing the number of chunks did not result in any performance improvements, thus we show results only from 512 and fewer chunks. The results are shown in Figure 10. Again, the performance of CPU-only version did not change. The hetero version saw significant performance improvements as the number of chunks was reduced. For PCA, with a dataset size of about 2.1 GB, 128 chunks, or a chunk size of 16 MB, resulted in the best performance. Further reducing the number of chunks resulted in a decreased performance. This is because, with an increase in the chunk size, I/O time for reading a data chunk increases, and hence, the worker threads spend more time waiting for the work. For PCA, with 128 chunks, the speedup of hetero version when compared to a 1-thread CPU version is about 12. Also, we had about a 87% increase in performance by decreasing the number of chunks from 512 to 128.

#### 4.3 Evaluation of Load Balancing Schemes

In this subsection, we evaluate the performance of our dynamic load balancing scheme, comparing it against two static load balancing schemes, and further examine, the role the number of chunks play in the performance of the dynamic scheme. The two static load balancing schemes are Naive and Smart. In the naive static scheme, the data is partitioned equally between the group of CPU cores and the GPU. Smart static scheme is a computational-power-aware scheme. Here, the data is partitioned based on the processing power ratio between a CPU core and the GPU. This ratio is obtained by actual execution of the application on one core of the CPU and the GPU. If GPU is \( X \) times faster than the 1-thread CPU version, then, for the hetero version, if each CPU thread takes \( n \) chunks, GPU thread takes \( n \times X \) chunks.

For each of the load balancing schemes, we show the two components that constitute the total computation time, the work-time, and the idle-time. The former refers to the time when both CPU and GPU are simultaneously busy, whereas, the latter includes any time windows when either of the resources is idle.

The comparison of different load balancing schemes for k-means and PCA are shown in Figures 11 and 12. All results are from the hetero version, with 8 CPU threads. The important ob-
Figure 11. K-means: Comparison of Dynamic and Static Load Balancing Schemes

Figure 12. PCA: Comparison of Dynamic and Static Load Balancing Schemes

Figure 13. K-means - Distributed of Work

Figure 14. PCA - Distributed of Work

Our observations are as follows. For all the thread configurations, the performance of the dynamic scheme is better than both the static versions. For some of the thread configurations, smart static scheme performs better than naive scheme, while naive scheme outperforms smart scheme at other times. This shows that, it is hard to design a static scheme that performs well for all configurations. Both the static schemes suffer from large idle time for most of the thread configurations. Therefore, a dynamic load balancing system is required to find a near-perfect work share between the CPU threads and the GPU thread.

In the previous subsection, we had seen the impact of the number of chunks on the overall performance. To further understand this in the context of the dynamic scheme, we show the variation in the fraction of work performed by the group of CPU threads and the GPU thread over different number of chunks. The results are shown in Figure 13 and 14. For k-means, with the base-version, CPU threads perform more work than the GPU thread. This is because, with a higher number of chunks, GPU spends more time copying the data back and forth between the host and the device.
memory. But, with decreasing number of chunks, work share of GPU thread increases. Beyond 64 chunks, the threads start to spend more time waiting for the chunks to arrive. So, for k-means, for this particular dataset size, the fraction of work share resulting in best performance was, 33% for CPU and 67% for GPU. For PCA, for the dataset size we considered, the best performance was obtained with 128 chunks, when the fraction of work performed by the CPU was 26%, and the remaining 74% of the work was performed by the GPU.

4.4 Scalability On a Cluster
We next demonstrate that the hetero version we generate could be scaled on a cluster of nodes with multi-core CPU and a GPU. We used a cluster of 8 nodes, with each node containing 8-CPU cores and a GPU. For k-means, we used a dataset of size 12.8 GB. For PCA, we used a dataset of size 8.5 GB. The number of chunks in the dataset was chosen in such a way that, when the dataset is partitioned between 8 nodes, each node gets a number of chunks that results in best possible performance, as chosen by the previous experiments.

The results for the experiments on the cluster are shown in Figures 15 and 16. We consider two versions, a CPU-only and a hetero version, on 1, 2, 4, and 8 nodes of the cluster. Both versions have a total of 8 CPU threads on each node. For k-means, using 8 nodes, with 8 CPU threads on each node, but no GPU, we get a speedup of about 56, over a single threaded CPU version. This shows a high parallel efficiency (about 88%). On the same 8 nodes, using 8 CPU cores and the GPU, we obtain a speedup of about 95 over a sequential version. This again shows that the hetero version can be scaled on a cluster, and use of GPUs can enhance performance even on a cluster.

For PCA, the CPU only version, with 8 nodes, and 8 cores on each node, achieves a speedup of 22.1 over a sequential single threaded version. The main reason for the limited speedup is that a single node, 8 thread version has only a speedup of 3.6. On 8 nodes, the hetero version achieves a speedup of 45.8. Again, this shows that we can continue to scale the hetero version on a cluster, and the use of GPU gives a substantial performance benefit.

5. Related Work
We now compare our work with related work on language support and application development on heterogeneous architectures, compiler support for GPU programming, and runtime and compiler support for reductions.

Recently, many research efforts have focused on exploiting the combined power of both CPU and GPU. Open Computing Language (OpenCL) [19] is a programming language based on C and C++ for heterogeneous programming with CPU, GPU, and other computing resources. This was initially developed by Apple and is currently being standardized by Khronos Group. Chamberlain et. al [8] have discussed their vision for application development for hybrid computing systems. But, there are no concrete design or implementation yet. Exochi [35] is a programming environment that utilizes a heterogeneous platform for media kernels, showing performance improvements. Recently, after Larrabee model was introduced, Intel has developed a programming model for heterogeneous computing of the x86 platform [31]. Here, they also describe a new memory model, but programming API is still relatively low-level. Venkatasubramanian et. al [34] have studied a stencil kernel for a hybrid CPU/GPU platform. They have evaluated their hybrid performance on two different hardware configurations.

Our effort is distinct in supporting a very high-level programming API, and showing significant performance gains from the use of a heterogeneous platform.

In the last 2 years or so, many research efforts have focused on easing programming on the GPUs. At UIUC, CUDA-lite [4] is being developed with the goal of alleviating the need for explicit GPU memory hierarchy management by the programmers. The same group also investigated optimization on CUDA programming [30]. Baskaran et al. use the polyhedral model for converting C code into CUDA automatically [6]. Their system is limited to affine loops. A version of Python with support of CUDA, Pycuda, has also been developed, by wrapping the CUDA functions and operations into classes that are easy to use [20]. The work at Purdue is focusing on translating OpenMP to CUDA [22]. Tarditi et al. have developed an approach for easeing the mapping of data-parallel operations on GPUs [33]. Rapiddmind offers somewhat similar approach targeting both GPUs and multi-cores. Also, AMD has come up with their own streaming SDK [2], with higher level API, for programming their GPUs. The key distinct aspect of our work is that we focus on exploiting the computing power of both multi-cores and GPUs.

2 http://www.rapidmind.net/
Analysis and code generation for reduction operations has been studied by a number of distributed memory compilation projects [1, 5, 10, 15, 21, 37] as well as shared memory parallelization projects [7, 11, 12, 24, 25, 28, 36]. More recently, reductions on emerging multi-cores have also been studied [23]. Our automatic code generation work has many similarities, but is distinct in considering a different computing platform. Map-reduce is a widely used parallel computing runtime system developed by Google [9]. Phoenix [29] is an implementation of map-reduce for shared-memory systems that includes a programming API for multi-core CPUs. As we stated earlier, there is already a GPU version of map-reduce, called Mars [13]. Our work targets the same class of applications, but considers the computing power of both GPUs and multi-core CPUs in a cluster. Furthermore, we offer a higher-level API (almost sequential).

6. Conclusions

Because of the growing popularity of both multi-cores and accelerators, common computing platforms today have heterogeneous processing components. Exploiting the processing power of such configurations is a growing challenge. In this paper, we have developed compiler and runtime support targeting a particular class of applications for such a heterogeneous configuration.

The key aspects of our approach and results are as follows. We have shown that targeting a limited class of applications eases the code generation challenge for both multi-core clusters and GPUs. Overall, we have shown that dynamic work distribution clearly outperforms static schemes. Furthermore, the granularity in performing such dynamic distribution, i.e., the chunk or split size, is a critical factor for achieving high performance.

In the future, we will like to develop models for predicting the optimal chunk size. We will also like to expand our work to consider applications with other communication patterns.
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